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Abstract: The transition aluminas δ1 and the cubic, non-spinel-type η-Al2O3 were detected in addition
to α-Al2O3 in flame-sprayed material. Their transitions from room temperature up to 1200 °C were
investigated by high-temperature XRD measurements. Structural changes with time and temperature
were observed for all transition aluminas (η-, δ1- and θ-Al2O3). The phases followed the expected
transition sequence of η→δ1→θ→α and showed mainly linear, temperature-independent transition
rates. Based on the determined thermal expansion of the phases, it is proposed that the metastable
transitions are at least partly mechanically induced. In addition, a second-order phase transition from
η→θ might be indicated around 1050–1075 °C by the determined trends of density.
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1. Introduction

The transition aluminas γ, δ and θ are of interest for catalytic applications due to
their special surface properties [1] depending on their structural disorder, surface area
and their thermodynamic stability [2]. These aluminas are typically derived from the
heat treatment of boehmite and form the general transition sequence of γ→δ→θ→α on
heating with the final formation of α-Al2O3 at temperatures above 1200 °C [3]. Seeding
with α-Al2O3 lowers the activation energy and increases the transition rate of α-Al2O3
formation from the transition aluminas [4]. Plasma- or flame-sprayed alumina coatings
and protective layers [3,5–7] are another source of transition aluminas that show the same
general transformation sequence. Intermediate aluminas are structurally based on a slightly
distorted cubic closed-packed sublattice of oxygen ions [8] containing structurally ordered
vacancies, stacking faults and antiphase boundaries [8–10]. Besides, structural defects and
their thermodynamic consequences for the nucleation and growth of ordered domains in
the γ matrix, phase transitions and surface properties are also affected by the morphology
of the respective crystals [1,11–13], leading to, e.g., a direct γ→θ transition [1]. Typically,
the transition from one intermediate state to the next is not marked by a certain transition
temperature but a transition range [14,15], which shows time dependence [16,17] and
structural ordering [18,19].

It has been reported that in case of quenched alumina melts, the formed γ-alumina
is not of the cubic spinel-type but it forms a cubic η variant, where metallic ions are
also present at non-spinel positions [20]. Non-spinel-type γ-Al2O3 is energetically more
stable than the spinel-type, as shown by first-principle calculations [21]. The occupation
of non-spinel sites in γ-Al2O3 is related to pore size/surface area [22]. At least for the
boehmite-derived γ-aluminas, a tetragonal distortion is frequently reported, e.g., [16,23,24].

The structure of δ-Al2O3 was an open question for a long time [9], until its nature was
recently revealed with the development of several structural models [25]. In boehmite-
based samples, δ-alumina was found to be formed by at least five different structures that
were named δ1 to δ5 [17,25,26], showing complex intergrown microstructures [27].
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Coarse-grained refractory composites based on Nb–Al2O3 or Ta–Al2O3 systems are
promising materials for high-temperature applications (1500–1800 °C) with a metallurgical
background [28]. Despite their good mechanical and functional (electrical and thermal con-
ductivity) properties [29,30], these compounds are susceptible to oxidation at temperatures
above 400 °C [31], which must be prevented by use in oxygen-containing environments.
Alumina-based flame-sprayed coatings show very good thermal-shock resistance even at
temperature gradients higher than 1000 K [32]. Such coatings are also promising candidates
for oxygen protecting layers. On heating, the phase transitions of metastable aluminas
could be a source of thermal stresses and corresponding crack initiation in flame-sprayed
coatings, which could lead to the formation of pores and spalling effects and could be
prevented by a regulated heat treatment. Therefore, the aim of this work was to investigate
the thermal expansion of transition aluminas present after flame spraying between room
temperature and 1200 °C using high-temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements.
The thermal expansion of α-, η-, δ1- and θ-Al2O3 was studied and the possible consequences
of inducing phase transitions are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation

Specimens were fabricated via flame spraying on graphite pins (d = 15 mm) using a
MasterJet flame-spray gun (Saint-Gobain, Avignon, France). The feedstock was commercial
alumina (flexicord PURE ALUMINA 99.7, Saint-Gobain, Avignon, France) with a feed
rate of 0.3 m/min. The time of spraying was approximately 25 s per pin, the spraying
distance was ≈150 mm between the flame spraying gun and the substrate material and the
estimated flame temperature was 3080–3160 °C. After cooling, the specimens were removed
from the graphite substrate and milled for 60 s at 800 rpm using a vibratory disc mill MSL2
(VEB BHKF, Freiberg, Germany) with steel-made grinding tools.

2.2. Sample Characterisation and Heat Treatment

The material was studied using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) (Empyrean, Malvern
Panalytical GmbH, Kassel, Germany) in combination with Rietveld refinement using High-
Score Plus 4.8 (Malvern Panalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands). XRD measurements
were taken using Cu-Kα1 radiation between 10 and 140° 2Θ with a 0.0143° step size and
an exposure of 160 s/step in Bragg–Brentano geometry, which resulted in an overall mea-
surement time of roughly 53 min. On the incident side, a divergence slit of 1/8° and an
anti-scatter slit of 1/2° were applied, together with 0.04 rad soller slits on the incident and
detector sides.

Thermal treatment of the samples was performed in situ using a high-temperature
XRD chamber (HTK 1200N, Anton-Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria) with a dense-sintered
alumina sample holder, which was used for measurements in the temperature range
between room temperature and 1200 °C. For that, the zero-point height and the ω-offset of
the sample was determined before the measurement by using a parallel beam setup.

The as-sprayed material was investigated using two approaches. The thermal expan-
sion and phase transitions were studied by heating the material in steps of 25 K up to the
highest temperature. After each heating step, the system was rested for 5 min before the
XRD measurements started.

In subsequent experiments, the as-sprayed material was held isothermally at 1000 °C
and 1100 °C (samples T-1000 and T-1100, respectively) for a time of 30 h to study the struc-
tural changes with time at a constant temperature. XRD measurements were taken after
each hour and after two hours between 1 and 10 h and 10 and 30 h of heat treatment, re-
spectively. To prevent further structural changes during the measurement at the annealing
temperature, the samples were cooled down for XRD measurements to a temperature of
600 °C, at which no substantial reordering was detected and the high-temperature state
could be assumed to be quenched. After XRD measurements, the sample was heated again
to the respective annealing temperature. The applied heating and cooling rate was always
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10 K/min. It should be mentioned that the sample holder was not actively cooled, but
the outer walls of the heating chamber were. As a consequence, the achievable cooling
rates decrease with a decrease in temperature. However, it was observed that the nominal
cooling rate was achieved with only small deviations in the temperature range between
1200 °C and 600 °C.

Next, the thermal expansion of these isothermally heat-treated powders were investi-
gated in the same way as the as-sprayed material before.

2.3. Thermal Expansion Coefficient

The obtained volumes of the elemental cells for the phases α-, η-, δ1- and θ-Al2O3 with
temperature V(T) were used to determine the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient αV
as follows. A set of five consecutive datapoints were fitted by V(T) = a + b · T + c · T2 and
its derivative was then used to calculate αV for each 3rd point according to

αV =
1
V
· ∂V

∂T
. (1)

It should be mentioned that for the first two and the last two investiged temperatures,
the thermal expansion coefficients were calculated using the derived parameters of the
first and last least-square fit of the whole dataset, respectively. Using such an approach
to derive αV from the experimental data instead of fitting one equation for all data points
results in a scattered αV(T) curve but reproduces the observed overall changes in volume
with a higher accuracy in comparison to the one-equation method.

3. Results

Typical XRD patterns are presented as an example in Figures 1 and 2 for the as-sprayed
material obtained at the temperatures of 1000 °C and 1200 °C, respectively. The obtained
reflections were indexed using the structure models of α-Al2O3 (#ICSD-73725 [33]), η-Al2O3
(#ICSD-39104 [20]), δ1-Al2O3 [25] and θ-Al2O3 (#ICSD-82504 [34]). No other δ-variants
were detected in the analysed diffraction pattern. It should be noted that the structure
model for η-Al2O3 was taken in favour of γ-Al2O3 (#ICSD-95302 [35]) as the agreement
between the calculated and observed intensities were much better with the cubic η-model.
It might be the case that flame- or plasma-sprayed aluminas form the η-variant instead of
the defect spinel type.
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δ1-Al2O3:
η-Al2O3:
α-Al2O3:

49.1 vol.% δ1-Al2O3

19.5 vol.% η-Al2O3
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as-sprayed, 1000 °C
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Figure 1. Determined XRD pattern of the as-sprayed material at 1000 °C showing the reflections of η-,
δ1- and α-Al2O3.
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Figure 2. Determined XRD pattern of the as-sprayed material at 1200 °C showing the reflections of θ-,
δ1- and α-Al2O3.

3.1. Phase Transformations of the Flame-Sprayed Sample

The as-sprayed sample consisted of 30 vol.% α-Al2O3 and δ1-Al2O3, respectively, and
40 vol.% η-Al2O3. With heating up to 900 °C, approximately 8 vol.% of η-Al2O3 transformed
into the δ1 polymorph. In the temperature range above 900 °C, until it completely vanished
between 1100 °C and 1025 °C, η-Al2O3 was mostly transformed into δ1-Al2O3 with an
increased transition rate. After reaching a maximum of 55 vol.% at 1025–1050 °C, the
amount of δ1 decreased to 28 vol.% at 1200 °C. θ-Al2O3 was formed at temperatures higher
than 1025 °C and its amount increased constantly up to 32 vol.% at 1200 °C. One can say
that all observed transformation rates occured linearly with temperature, only the amount
of α-Al2O3 increased nonlinearly at temperatures above 950 °C, as it can be deduced from
Figure 3. The transition rates of η-, δ1- and θ-Al2O3, which were obtained by least-square
fitting, are summarised in Table 1.
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δ1-Al2O3
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Figure 3. Determined trend of the phase composition with temperature of the as-sprayed sample.
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Table 1. Determined transition rates of the metastable aluminas from the as-sprayed sample.

Phase Temperature Range: Transition Rate in vol.%/K

η-Al2O3 30–900 °C: −0.0089 900–1125 °C: −0.1505
δ1-Al2O3 30–900 °C: 0.0091 900–1025 °C: 0.1204 1125–1200 °C: −0.2817

θ-Al2O3 1025–1200 °C: 0.1756

Two things are remarkable here: (1) The linear transition rates show that the trans-
formation sequence η→ δ1 → θ + α is not limited by kinetic effects (even close to room
temperature). If it was so, the transition rates should increase with increasing temperature.
(2) The measurements confirmed that the densities of the observed aluminas are different
and show the general sequence ρ(θ) < ρ(η) < ρ(δ1) < ρ(α). It is interesting that after the
formation of the relatively dense δ1 phase, it is partially transformed into the least dense
θ-Al2O3. Therefore, the transformation path of the metastable aluminas to the thermo-
dynamically stable α-variant does not follow the simple assumption that the lattices are
transformed step by step in the direction of the stablest structure, e.g., from a low-density
variant to the densest α-Al2O3 phase.

In the following, a model will be presented that is able to explain the experimental
findings and that gives proposes the driving force for the transitions of the metastable
aluminas. As the transformations seem not to be thermally activated, another process must
be in charge that induces a constant phase transition even at low temperatures. Thermal
expansion could be a candidate, and it was found that slight differences in the thermal
expansion of the phases in question are key to understanding the observations. In Figure 4a,
the ratios of the measured cell volumes (per formula unit of Al2O3) of η:α and η:δ1 are
shown. Up to a temperature of 800 °C, η and δ1 show the same thermal expansion, but the
thermal expansion coefficient of α-Al2O3 is larger than the one of η, resulting in a constantly
decrease in the corresponding volume ratio. With 40 vol.% η-Al2O3 in the as-sprayed state,
it can be assumed that α-Al2O3 was dispersed and formed a nucleus in the η-Al2O3 matrix.
With a larger thermal expansion coefficient, the α-Al2O3 grains will induce pressure on the
surrounding matrix on heating. This stress can be reduced by crack formation or phase
transformation. In the latter case, the transition from η- to δ1-Al2O3 is promising as the
density of δ1 is larger than that of η, which means that an open volume can be created
during transition that can be filled by α-Al2O3 with increasing temperature.

With a derived dataset indexed with i, the fraction of the created free volume per
transformed volume of η-Al2O3, fopen, can be calculated by

fopen = 1− fη→δ1 = 1−
Vδ1

i
Vη

i−1
, (2)

where V∗i and V∗i−1 are the respective cell volumes at the current temperature Ti and at the
preceding one at Ti−1, respectively, with ∗ ∈ {δ1, η, α}. The amount of transformed η-Al2O3
is then given by

∆nη→δ1
V = fopen · nη

V · fη , (3)

where fη is the fraction of the amount of η, nη
V , that is transformed on heating. In a similar

way, the necessary volume for α-Al2O3 can be calculated from the change in the Vη/Vα

ratio. The volume ratios were fitted with

r∗(T) = a + b · T + c · exp(T − 600)d (4)
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as it can be seen in Figure 4a. The change in the ratio is then simply calculated with
∆rα = rα(Ti)− rα(Ti−1) using a = 1.0934, b = −2.68407 · 10−6/°C, c = 1.7055 · 10−5 and
d = 0.0139101. The additional volume for α is then

∆nα
V = ∆rαi · nα

V,i . (5)

With that, the transition rate of the volume of the η-Al2O3 can be calculated by

∆nη
V

∆T
=

∆nα
V · n

η
V

∆nη→δ1
V · ∆T

=
∆rαi · nα

V,i

fopen · ∆T
. (6)
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Figure 4. Calculated (a) ratios of the cell volumes (per formula unit of Al2O3) for η-Al2O3:δ1-Al2O3

and η-Al2O3:α-Al2O3 and (b) maximum transition rate of the η→ δ1 reaction induced by the thermal
expansion of δ1- and α-Al2O3.

The calculated maximum transition rate for this reaction is shown in Figure 4b. The
calculated rate has a maximum value of −0.13 vol.%/K at around 1000 °C, relatively close
to the experimentally determined one of −0.09 vol.%/K (see Table 1), which means that
approximately a maximum of 69 % of the possible η volume is affected by the induced
stress field of the α expansion.

For temperatures above 600 °C, the thermal expansion of η-Al2O3 becomes increasingly
larger than those of the δ1 and α phases, showing the largest volume ratios between
1025 and 1050 °C. The induced pressure on the η lattice by α-Al2O3 and the resulting
transition rate disappeared just below 800 °C, as can be seen in Figure 4b. With a reducing
volume amount of η, δ1-Al2O3 became the dominant phase in the phase assemblage of
the investigated sample from 600 °C up to 1100 °C. Upon losing its matrix character, η-
Al2O3 induces pressure within the formed δ1 matrix due to the differences in thermal
expansion. Consequently, the transition rate for the second induced η→ δ1 transition can
be estimated as

∆nη
V,i

∆T
=

∆rδ1
i · n

η
V,i−1

fopen · ∆T
, (7)

using a = 1.00572, b = 2.23484 · 10−7/°C, c = 1.54154 · 10−5 and d = 0.0136704 for rδ1(T).
For this reaction, a transition rate of ≈−0.002 vol.%/K was found up to a temperature of
550 °C, which increased up to −0.128 vol.%/K at 1025 °C (see Figure 4b). The transition
rates obtained from the Rietveld refinement (Table 1) were 0.12 vol.%/K for δ1 formation
and −0.15 vol.%/K for the η decomposition above 900 °C.
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3.2. Structural Changes in δ1-Al2O3 and η-Al2O3

The δ1 phase undergoes a structural change under heating independent of the heat
treatment history, as shown in Figure 5. Its lattice parameters show an anisotropical thermal
expansion. After reaching a maximum value (at ≈950 °C for the as-sprayed sample and at
≈1100 °C and 1175 °C for the T-1000 and T-1100 samples, respectively), the lattice parameter
b decreases on heating up to the maximum temperature of 1200 °C, whereas the length of
the c-axis significantly increases at temperatures above 900 °C. It seems that for both axes,
the lattice parameters of the as-sprayed and the annealed δ1 phases tend to (or would tend
if stable enough) to reach the same value at 1200 °C and above, respectively. In comparison,
the values of the lattice parameter a were almost the same in as-cast and the T-1000 state
and the T-1100 values were found to be slightly lower. In general, the a values increase
with temperature with a pronounced hump for the as-cast state and a maximum at around
1050 °C. This effect is less dramatic in case of the T-1000 sample and was not detected for the
T-1100 sample. The respective extension of the overall structural changes in δ1-Al2O3 were
the largest for the as-sprayed state and decreased with increasing annealing temperature.
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Figure 5. The trend of the lattice parameters (a–c) of δ1-Al2O3 with temperature for the as-sprayed
sample and for the ones annealed at 1000 °C and 1100 °C, respectively.
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Similarly, a strong increase in the volume of the cubic η-Al2O3 was observed at
temperatures above 900 °C until it was fully transformed at ≈1050 °C.

3.3. Structural Changes at a Constant Temperature

The phase relations among the different alumina structures were studied using an-
nealing experiments at 1000 °C and 1100 °C. Especially for the δ1-Al2O3 variant, distinct
structural changes were observed, for example, the lattice dimension in a- and b-direction
decreased whereas that in the c-direction strongly increased with time. However, the vol-
ume of the unit cell stayed almost constant after five hours annealing at 1000 °C, whereas
the unit cell volume decreased almost constantly during annealing at 1100 °C. Interestingly,
the cell volumes in both experiments were always above the value that was obtained
during the thermal expansion measurement of the as-sprayed sample (heated in steps of
25 K followed by a roughly one hour holding time), as can be seen in Figure 6.

0 10 20 30

46.73

46.74

46.75

46.76

46.77

46.78

δ1-Al2O3

t in h

V
in

Å

T-1000
T-1100

as-sprayed

Figure 6. Determined molar volumes of δ1-Al2O3 measured at 600 °C for the isothermally held
samples in comparison to the value of the as-sprayed material obtained during the thermal expansion
experiment.

Even the δ1-variant showed the strongest structural changes with annealing time,
there were changes in all phases—even some slight ones in α-Al2O3. It can be assumed
that a change in lattice dimensions modifies the surface energy of the crystals, which could
be a driving force for further phase transitions as well. Figure 7 shows the determined
trend of the phase assemblages of the two experiments. η-Al2O3 transformed mainly into
δ1 during annealing at 1000 °C but also the contents of α- and θ-Al2O3 increased. The latter
was not detected until 1050 °C in the case of 25 K-step heating of the as-sprayed material.
In comparison, at 1100 °C, δ1-Al2O3 transformed into θ- and α-Al2O3 in agreement with
the findings of Wilson and McConnell [16].
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Figure 7. Determined trends of the phase assemblages with time for the samples annealed at
(a) 1000 °C and (b) 1100 °C.

3.4. Thermal Expansion of Corundum and the Transition Aluminas

The thermal expansion of α-Al2O3 was determined as a reference to validate the
chosen method for determining the thermal expansion coefficient. The determined cell
volume and the corresponding calculated thermal expansion coefficient are shown in
comparison with reported data from the literature in Figure 8. For the latter, the calculated
values closely follow the reference data [36] up to temperatures of approximately 950 °C.
Above, the thermal expansion coefficient of all three samples shows a slight minimum of
≈10% below the reference value at around 1050 °C after it increases up to the reference
value at 1200 °C.
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Figure 8. Thermal expansion of α-Al2O3: (a) determined volumes of the elemental cell in comparison
to the literature (Campbell and Grain (1961) [37], Kudielka (1972) [38], Yim and Paff (1974) [39] and
Chikh et al. (2014) [40]) and (b) the derived thermal expansion coefficients of the as-sprayed and
annealed samples in comparison to reference data from Kirby et al. (1972) [36].
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Overall, the used method of determining the thermal expansion coefficient from the
measured volume values worked within an acceptable range of scatter. Therefore, it was
also applied to analyse the data of the transition aluminas.

As it can be expected from the presented lattice parameters in Figure 5, the thermal
expansion coefficient of δ1-Al2O3 differs much between the as-sprayed and the annealed
states in the temperature range between 850 °C and 1100 °C, as can be seen in Figure 9a.
For the annealed δ1 phase, the values of αV range from 16.5 · 10−6/K at room temperature
to 25.2 · 10−6/K at 1000 °C before they drop to 5.1 · 10−6/K at a temperature of 1200 °C. In
comparison, the as-sprayed state shows a similar trend of αV up to a temperature of 850 °C,
then strongly increases up to a value of 31.5 · 10−6/K at 1000 °C and finally decreases in
value in the same way as the annealed phases.

The determined trend of the thermal expansion coefficient of the as-sprayed η-Al2O3
showed a similar behaviour as the as-sprayed δ1 phase (see Figure 9b). Here, αV ranged
from 17.6 · 10−6/K at room temperature to 32.4 · 10−6/K at 875 °C, before it reached a
maximum value of 71.1 · 10−6/K at 975 °C and dropped below zero for temperatures above
1025 °C.
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Figure 9. Determined thermal expansion coefficents of (a) for δ1-Al2O3 for the as-sprayed and the
annealed states and (b) for the as-sprayed η-Al2O3.

4. Discussion

The transformation of the metastable aluminas to the final α-Al2O3 formation is a
complex interplay between structural changes, surface energy and crystal defects. Based
on the results of this work, it is suggested that the η (γ)→ δ1 → θ transformation sequence
is, at least in parts, mechanically induced. Such transformations of boehmite-derived
metastable aluminas to α-Al2O3 were reported, e.g., in [41–44], to be triggered by milling
processes. As already shown by Wilson and McConnnel [16], the transformation sequence is
also a question of time at constant temperatures. In the current work, it was shown that the
phases undergo some structural changes as well, which can be related to a rearrangement
of the atoms within the unit cell. Such internal ordering influences properties such as the
surface energy and can thus influence the thermodynamic-based relations of the different
crystals at their interfaces, inducing further transformations.

After a 30 h annealing time, the T-1000 and T-1100 samples were heated and char-
acterised by XRD in the same procedure as the as-sprayed sample. Figure 10 shows the
obtained δ1-Al2O3 content for the three samples. The annealed samples showed no change
in their phase contents up to the respective annealing temperatures. Above these tempera-
tures, the amounts of δ1-Al2O3 were then dramatically reduced up to 1200 °C. It is worth
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noting that in case of the as-sprayed and the T-1000 sample, the thermal history seems to
have only a slight influence on the phase content and the kinetics of the δ1 decomposition
above 1000 °C, whereas the lattice dimensions were quite different at the same time (see
Figure 5).
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Figure 10. Determined amounts of δ1-Al2O3 for the as-sprayed sample and for the ones annealed at
1000 °C and 1100 °C, respectively.

A direct γ→θ transition was reported in [1] and such a transition seems to also be
indicated in the presented work. The determined trends of density for the transition
aluminas of the as-sprayed sample with temperature are shown in Figure 11. As already
mentioned in Section 3.2, the volume of the elemental cell of η-Al2O3 strongly increases
above 900 °C, leading to a corresponding decrease in density. The density values of η- and
θ-Al2O3 are seamlessly connected between the temperatures of 1050 °C and 1075 °C. Such
behaviour would indicate a second-order phase transition. The two density values above
1050 °C for η-Al2O3 and the one at 1050 °C for θ-Al2O3 are ignored here. The respective
phase contents were already below 5%, and with no presence of distinct (and strong)
reflections in the diffraction pattern, the uncertainty of the determined lattice parameters
might be too large for a correct determination.
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Figure 11. Determined densities of the metastable aluminas present in the as-sprayed sample.
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From a technological point of view, the large values of thermal expansion on first
heating observed for η-Al2O3 and δ1-Al2O3 can be problematic in the fast heating of such
coatings. At the least, crack propagation can be expected or—even worse—spalling effects
might be occur. One should also keep in mind that the flame-sprayed material is relatively
dense perpendicular to the surface but shows extensive pore networks along the surface due
to its two-dimensional layered character on the macroscale. The available pore dimensions
will also influence the extension of pressure-induced phase transitions, which must be
taken into account when interpreting the results of this work as micropores could still be
present after milling the flame-sprayed coating.
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